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All Hail Caesar!
The Forum Shops Are A R~tail Kingdom
xperience an atmosphere
of
Roman architecture,
statues,
fountains, exquisite Italian dining and
shopping-all
without leaving the
United States. The Forum Shops at
Caesars Palace offers a glimpse of old
Rome right here in Las Vegas.
Offering more than 100 top- name
stores. it is understandable
how
someone can spend hours shopping.
But be cautious. a feeling of disorientation might occur upon leaving the
shops. because the ceiling is painted
like the sky and changes from day to
night. So, if you're not carefuland
lose track of time, it might be a surprise when you leave to discover it is
really dark outside.
It can be hard not to get lost in the
splendors that are re-created for entertainment and enjoyment. Located near
the entrance to The Forum Shops. the
Fountain of the Gods offers a relaxing
environment for all to enjoy. At the
Festival Fountain. the mythological
gods Bacchus. Apollo. Venus and
Plutos come alive with animatronics
before your eyesevery day on the hour.
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And just when you think you've
seen it allguests can turn the corner
to enter Atlantis. Roman decadence
is accompanied by a variety of tropical fish and a battle for the mythic city
of Atlantis at the Fall of Atlantis
Fountain. The show takes place every
day on the hour and features an
amazing light show complete with a
fire-breathing dragon.
Five hundred fish from over 100
species. including sharks and rays.
lurk in the waters of the Atlantis
Aquarium. To find out more about
these exotic fish. a free below-thescenes tour of the facilities that support the aquarium is available to the
public Monday through Friday at
1:15 p.m. and 5:15 p.m.
Guests can watch divers feed the
fish at 3: 15 p.m. and 7: 15 p.m.
Monday through Friday. There is no
cost to watch the feeding.
For the ultimate shopping adventure into the past and present. check
out The Forum Shops at Caesars.
located on the Las Vegas Strip.
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